THE YOUNG WORKER

Unsung Youth: Their Songs and Their Songwriter

By BARNEY MASS

The young workers in the National Biscuit Company of Chicago greeted with enthusiasm the last "Young Worker" containing its expose of worker exploitation. When the league members appeared with the paper, over 600 were sold the first night. The night following some 800 were sold for the remaining days of the week. Over 1,000 "Young Workers" were sold.

That the basis of the contract with the food workers, acceded to by the National Biscuit Company with the Young Workers League efforts to get the unionization made, was shown by the police, was indicative of the methods the workers are using in purchasing the Young Worker League newspapers. It was also significant.

BISCUIT WORKERS' WAGES NO BETTER THAN 10-1/2 SCALE

By JOHN HARRY

The national Young Worker League has been fighting for the equalization of wages among the workers in the food industry. A survey of the wages of the workers in the food industry in Chicago shows that the workers are being paid less than $1.25 a day. The Young Worker League has been fighting for the equalization of wages among the workers in the food industry.

YOUNG WORKERS LEAGUE HOLDS CITY CONVENTION

Washington, D.C., May 30 - The Young Worker League held a convention in the Public Library in Washington, D.C., on May 30, 1924. The convention was attended by hundreds of workers from all parts of the United States. The Young Worker League has been fighting for the equalization of wages among the workers in the food industry.
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WITH THE YOUNG WORKERS ON THE JOB

"Tools of Industrial Interests" Charge

By JOE CARROLL.

CINCINNATI.—Labor children direct from the elementary and high schools are gathered in the breathtaking union hall of the Chicago Federation of Labor. The meeting was dominated by unionists.

The Chicago school board in its recent vote on the new plan included a number of buildings in the third zone. Parents were moving from room to room as they change subjects and teachers or turn from recreation to study or recreation. This meeting broadened the building given the system by means of Kahoun.

The "Tools of Industrial Interests" Charge was organized.

From Young Workers

Young Workers Have Improved Their Conditions Since 1894

(Continued from page 11)

At the present session the National Federation of Labor is being represented by three members, the United States Congress and the Southern States Congress.

Young Biscuit Worker's

Young Biscuit Worker's

NATIONAL BISCUIT DRIVE NATION-WIDE

(Continued from page 10)

The "Tools of Industrial Interests" Charge was organized.

WAR TRAINING CAMP

They Come Through the War Against "Reds"

BEGUN TO THE "Young Worker" is a publication issued by the Labor Congress of the United States and Canada.

PIFFLE PEDDLER WANTS YOUTH TO FLOCK TO FARMS

The "Reds" were joined in the war against the "Reds" by the "Young Worker," a publication issued by the Labor Congress of the United States and Canada. It was an important factor in the fight against the "Reds."
One Million German Workers CHAINED TO THE ROCKS

660,000 Miners Locked Out
5,000 Workers on Strike
7,000 In German Prisons

WIVES AND CHILDREN STARVING

The German workers are fighting for the preservation of their rights and the eight hour day. Their fight is our fight. If they lose, we lose. If they win, we win.

Committee for International Workers' Aid

SEND IN YOUR EXTRA BUNDLE ORDERS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL YOUTH DAY ISSUE OF "THE YOUNG WORKER"

MASS REVIEWS NATIONAL FACTORY AND ECONOMIC DEMANDS CAMPAIGNS OF THE LEAGUE

By BARNEY MASS

The League is launching a national factory and economic demands campaign. The demands put forward are not peculiar to any one locality or group of workers. They are the demands of all the workers in every country, and every country for itself. The following demands have been adopted by the National Factory and Economic Demands Conference of the New York City Trades and Labor Congress and the Central Labor Union of New York.

1. An increase of wages to a minimum of $1.00 per hour...